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Convening a leadership 

community focused on 

improving financial 

experiences and driving 

innovation in financial 

wellbeing.

Boston: October 24 & 25



Design & 
Innovation 
Challenges

Challenges serve as a 

tremendous vehicle to fuel 

open innovation efforts. 

Benefits include:

• Multitude of diverse ideas and

opportunities to be explored

• Opportunity to own IP from challenge

or partner with other organizations to

co-create

• Unique research avenue – uncovering

new viewpoints

• Positioning brand in innovation realm,

fortifying culture

• Attract passionate designers and

innovators to hire



Design Challenge: Building Health into Everyday Life

Challenge Highlights:

• Funded by RWJF

• 130 Teams interested in participating

• Exploring an open innovation approach to systemic

change. Looking at redesigning everyday life so that it

yields health as opposed to sickness.

This challenge is in progress. View the challenge prompt 

and participant guide.

https://centerhxd.com/collaborations/health-x-design-building-health-into-everyday-life/


Design Challenge: How Might We Help People Manage the Financial Aspect of Health? 

Challenge Highlights:

• In collaboration with the US Department of Health and Human Services and
sponsored by AARP

• 5 Pilot Partners selected to move ideas forward
• Tweeted about by the Obama White House
• Patient and Stakeholder Interviews Completed, Survey Deployed, Baseline

Journey Map, and Ecosystem Diagram to guide participant efforts
• 80 Teams submitted solutions in the challenge
• Winners and honorable mentions posted in a gallery
• Findings report published as resource for the industry and is being used by 

many as a design guideline

View the challenge prompt, research artifacts, winners, and final findings report.

http://www.abillyoucanunderstand.com/


Design Challenge: How Might We Optimize Benefit Selection for Financial Security?

Challenge Highlights:

• In collaboration with Commonwealth, a non-profit

dedicated to financial security for low income populations

• Participatory design workshop with the target audience to

uncover perspectives and ideas

• Challenge launched at the Health Experience Design 

Conference and winners announced at the Financial

Experience Design Conference

• Ten teams responded and winners were selected

• Challenge report shared with industry to educate benefit

selection efforts and educate on consumer viewpoints

View the challenge prompt, research artifacts, winners, and 

final findings report.

https://centerhxd.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Benefit-Selection-for-Financial-Security-Reportsm.pdf


Core Mechanics of 
Design & Innovation 
Challenges



Define the Challenge
The first step is to select our problem or 

opportunity space. For example…

How might we reinvent retirement?

or

How might emerging technology be applied to 

the retirement experience?
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Determine the Format
There are different types of challenges from a very 

open-ended innovation prompt, to a very specific 

design prompt, to a call for actual code or POC 

technology. The challenge can also manifest via a live 

hackathon event over the course of a weekend or a 

digital challenge that stretches over a few months.
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Establish Research Foundation
We start to the lay the groundwork for the challenge 

prompt and conduct primary and secondary research 
to inform the challenge and inspire challenge 

participants. Research can include literature review, 
surveys, one on one interviews, observation, 

participatory design sessions, or video journals.
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Manage the Judging Process
We select esteemed judges and collaboration 
partners to guide the challenge foundation, 

determine judging criteria, judge the 
submissions and select the winners.
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Promote the Challenge 
We create communications materials to promote and 
guide the challenge including a web presence, social 

media and email marketing calendar; we hold a 
webinar to answer questions from participants.
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Announce the Winner
We judge entries and announce winners at a key 
industry event to enhance buzz. We post winning 

entries online in a gallery format.
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Amplify Our Findings

We create a challenge report and publish it for 
internal industry consumption and determine 

what next steps can be taken to ensure the 
best ideas have a go-forward path.
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Thank You




